
How does a 

moulder select 

the best 

material for the 

application?

Materials Committee



They would typically review product 

data sheets to come up with a 

shortlist of the most suitable 

materials



Melt Index 

Stiffness

Impact Strength

Elevated temperature resistance

Outdoor weathering resistance

Environmental Stress Crack 

Resistance 

Sintering performance

Powder characteristics

How to select the best material 
for the application?



Most important properties?

1.Stiffness

2.ESCR

3.Thermal stability

4.Weathering resistance

5.Sintering properties

Let us assume the moulder has decided 

these properties are most important 



The moulder should first review the product 

data sheets to obtain a short list of best material 

options

ICO 9050 ULTRA UV

Price Plastics 

6800UV

SCG M9001RW



Data sheet Values

6800 – no data provided

9050

M9001R

W

9050

M9001RW -no data provided

6800

Thermal Stability – no data provided by any data 

sheet

1

2

3

6800 - no data provided
4

Sintering properties – no data provided on any data 

sheet
5



Thermal stability information available

SCG M9001

It does not appear possible to compare the grades to determine their 

short term or long term heat stability . The moulder must assume 

they are all equal. 

OR,  does the reader assume thermal properties are not that 

important?



How does the moulder compare this 

data?

Is it really comparable data that the 

moulder should use to determine 

suitability for their application
The only material property that looks comparable is ESCR, but only 

for 2 of the 3 materials.  The reader can see that the same test 

method is being used, and at 10%  both are greater than 500hours. 

But the reader cannot determine if the results were 501hrs or 

901hrs. How do you compare?

At 100% the  6800 material has >1500hrs. Does this mean it is 

better than the  9050 material which has >1000hrs? 

The reader cannot determine as the result of  >1000hrs could mean 

the results were 1591hrs.



Of course the moulder needs to 

read the important fine print, 

because our industry does not 

test samples the same way

This example is from a Qenos LL711 Data Sheet



The results of mechanical 

testing depend on :
Material Properties
•Density

•Melt Index

•Comonomer

•Molecular Weight

But also
•Processing

•Morphology

•Surface Quality



Samples fabricated by

INJECTION

COMPRESSION

ROTOMOULDING

will result in different material properties.

First Objective : We have to make it clear on data sheets 

what fabrication method is being used to produce 

properties.

Second Objective : Our global industry need to 

standardise on what fabrication method should be used to 

create material properties for data sheets 


